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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true? 

A. CMD shell format uses this form ["param", param", "param"] 

B. ENTRYPOINT cannot be used in conjuction with CMD 

C. CMD is used to run the software is the image along with any arguments 

D. ENTRYPOINT cannot be overriden in the "docker container run" command 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which flag for a service would allow a container to consume more than 2 GB of memory only when there is no memory
contention but would also prevent a container from consuming more than 4GB of memory, in any case? 

A. --limit-memory 2GB --reserve-memory 4GB 

B. --limit-memory 4GB --reserve-memory 2GB 

C. --memory-swap 2GB --limit-memory 4GB 

D. --memory-swap 4GB --limit-memory 2GB 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What service mode is used to deploy a single task of a service to each node? 

A. replicated 

B. spread 

C. universal 

D. distributed 

E. global 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

A service \\'wordpress\\' is running using a password string to connect to a non-Dockerized database service. The
password string is passed into the \\'wordpress\\' service as a Docker secret. Per security policy, the password on the
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database was changed. Identity the correct sequence of steps to rotate the secret from the old password to the new
password. 

A. Create a new docker secret with the new password. Trigger a rolling secret update by using the \\'docker secret
update\\' command 

B. Trigger an update to the service by using \\'docker service update --secret=\\' 

C. Create a new docker secret with the new password. Remove the existing service using \\'docker service rm\\'. Start a
new service with the new secret using "--secret=" 

D. Create a new docker secret with a new password. Trigger a rolling update of the "wordpress" service, by using
"--secret-rm" and "--secret-add" to remove the old secret and add the updated secret. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is supported by control groups? 

A. Manage certificates 

B. Collect net 

C. Limit CPU usage within a container 

D. Isolate processes in a container 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is required to install Docker EE from a package repository? 

A. Repository URL obtained from Docker Store 

B. License key obtained from Docker Store 

C. Repository URL obtained from Docker Hub 

D. License key obtained from Docker Hub 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

During development of an application meant to be orchestrated by Kubernetes, you want to mount the / data directory
on your laptop into a container. 

Will this strategy successfully accomplish this? 
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Solution: Create a PersistentVolume with storageciass: "" and hostPath: /data, and a persistentVolumeClaim requesting
this PV. Then use that PVC to populate a volume in a pod 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You want to provide a configuration file to a container at runtime. Does this set of Kubernetes tools and steps
accomplish this? 

Solution: Turn the configuration file into a configMap object, use it to populate a volume associated with the pod, and
mount that file from the volume to the appropriate container and path. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Is this a type of Linux kernel namespace that provides container isolation? Solution: Network 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

You are troubleshooting a Kubernetes deployment called api, and want to see the events table for this 

object. 

Does this command display it? 

Solution: kubectl events deployment api 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 11

How do you change the default logging driver for the docker daemon in Linux? 

A. Set the value of log-driver to the name of the logging driver In the daemon.json In /etc/doc 

B. Use the -log-driver\\' flag when you run a container. 

C. At the command line, type: docker log driver set  

D. Install a logging agent on the Linux host. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

One of several containers in a pod is marked as unhealthy after failing its livenessProbe many times. Is this the action
taken by the orchestrator to fix the unhealthy container? 

Solution: Kubernetes automatically triggers a user-defined script to attempt to fix the unhealthy container. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

The Kubernetes yaml shown below describes a networkPolicy. 

Will the networkPolicy BLOCK this traffic? 
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Solution: a request issued from a pod bearing the tier: backend label, to a pod bearing the tier: frontend label 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

How do you configure Docker engine to use a registry that is not configured with TLS certificates from a trusted CA? 

A. Set IGNORE_TLS in the \\'daemon.json\\' configuration file. 

B. Set and export the IGNORE_TLS environment variable on the command line 

C. Set INSECURE_REGISTRY in the \\'/etc/docker/default\\' configuration file 

D. Pass the \\'--insecure.-registry\\' flag to the daemon at run time 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following constitutes a production-ready devicemapper configuration for the Docker engine? 

A. Create a volume group in devicemapper and utilize the \\'--dm.thinpooldev\\' Docker daemon option, specifying the
volume group 

B. Format a partition with xfs and mount it at \\'/var/lib/docker\\' 

C. Utilize the \\'--storage-opt dm.directlvm_device\\' Docker daemon option, specifying a block device 

D. Nothing, devicemapper comes ready for production usage out of the box 

Correct Answer: C 
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